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—————_——————— No bee keeper can afford to be without a li- 

brary of bee books A book costing from fifty . 3 
OP AIENCE cents to one dollar is worth many hundreds of 

dollars to one who would succeed. Every be- 
ginnershould haye a book suitable for begin- 
ners, (one that will point out the road), and 
those more advanced will need something 

more scientific as a reference book. We will 
here give the names of such books as we rec- 
ommend, and will be pleased to furnish you, 

TeApe MapKs sending them by mail at the following prices: 

CopyricuTs &c. The Amateur Bee Keeper, (a gem for 
Ay One EO aE 8 ee ee ees beginners), by Prof Rouse, price, 28c. 

ascertain our opini ee 
fivention is probably patentable. Communica- Advanced Bee Culture,—by W. 4. 
tions strictly confidential, Handbook on Patents Hutchinson; price, 50c. 
sent free. Oldest agency for securi . = 5 
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive | A Year Among the Bees,—by Dr. 

special notice, without charge, in the | pe Dc’, ae 
5 ‘54% , | Manual of the Apiary,—By Prof. A. J 

cienti ¢ merican, Cook; price, $1.25... 
enact t sali Ahandsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir. | The A, B. © of Ree Culture, by A. 1 culation of any scientific journal. ‘Terms, $3 a i price dha: 

year; four months, $1. Sold byall newsdealers. A Treatise _on, Foul Brood, by Dr. 
MUNN g Co 36 1Broadway, New York | Howard; price. 25c. Address, 

‘Branch Office, 625 F St., Washington, D. C. LEAHY M FG. CO. : 
Please mention the “Progressive” | Higginsville, Mo. 

Se  ————— 

A copy of | fal B -K jug Me 
| evpetvtcs UCCESS U ce cepin W.Z. Hutchinson, 

and our 1897 catalog for 2-cent stamp, or a copy of the catalog for the 
@ asking. We make almost everything used by Bee-Keepers. and sell at, 

Lowest Prices. 
OUR FALCON POLISHED SECTIONS are warranted Superior to All Others. 

Don’t buy cheaply and roughly made goods, when you can just as well have the best, 
such as we make, 

THE AMERICAN BEE-KEEPER, (monthly, now in its 7th yeur.) 36 pages, 50c a 
year. Sample Free. Address, 

W. T. Farconer Mre, Co., JAMESTOWN N. Y. 

The Revi t Reduced Rat 
The Bee-Keepers’ Review is $1.00 a year, but, forthe sake of getting it into 

new hands, and being able to begin the year with a large list, I will, until Jan. Ist. send 
free 10 each new subscriber, a copy of “Advanced Bee Culture,” 250-cent book of nearly 
100 pages. that gives briefly but clearly the best methods of management from the time the 
bees are put into the cellar in the fall until they are again ready for winter—2 chapters 
inall. Those who prefer can have. instead of the book. 12 back numbers of the Review, 
the selection to be mine, but no two numbers alike. All who send $1.00 now will receive 
the last four issues of this year free. and the Review will be sent until the end of 1898, Tf 
not acquainted with thegReview, send 10 cents for three late but different issues. 

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, - FLINT, MICHIGAN.



© don’t neglect to men- 
tion the PROGRESSIVE. WANTED! 
Ber KEEPER when an- 
swering these ,‘ads.”’ 2 eee 

“een peeerae) 10,000 . pounds of BEESWAX, for 
“Re 19 Cash. Address, 

RUITAG LEAHY MFG. CO., HIGGINSVILLE, Mo. 
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FOR FRUIT MEN ONLY. EN Lo/é 

The Exclusive Fruit Paper of America Ng Bs ae NE 
isa 2 page paper. the reading matter of which | * f ee AN 
pertains to nothing but fruit. Ttis indispensa- iim Mf Wg Na 
ble to any one engaged in fruit growing. Isa ®g ie” Maye fh, 
great fruit section, (PORTLAND, OREGON), and fl.) CP . HAS Aaa \ Costs 50 cents per'year. We want every one CUA firedonss im ae) 
of our readers to have it on their table and DP ACOUNS Akay aia Y Fe af 
will therefore give it free to all our subserib- yey f aes | 
ers who will send their back subscription and aa at 
ene year in advance, or to new subscribers ty 
who Will pay one year in advance. This offer ES 
is good for but a short time. wy 1898. —!£- 

DGASo nent! > UP NORRESai VER? Iam now ready to receive orders for May 
Please mention the “Progressive. delivery, 1807, Hull eolonies ot thece banded 

= tttliin bees in 8-frame dovetailed hives, $5. 
Sena ae aia Strong three-frame nucleus, with tested 

queen, $2.75. Untested Italian queens, each, 
or wes er 0C 75e; per doz., $7.00. Tested Italian queens, 

each, $1.00; per doz., 310,00. Best breeding 
ia} 7 queens, each, $2.00, $2.50, 

alsil al sricl ure. I know what good queens mean to the pro- 
ducer, as well as how to rear them. Safe de- 

The great Northwest is rapidly settling,but gy o2¥ And swllstactions sua 
there is still room for thousands of farmers to Tie 
secure good homes; land is yet cheap. Good E. W. MOORE, 
farm eens can be had at $5 to $10 per Bere Im- Bx. 103. GRAYVILLE, ILLS. 
proved farms ut $10 to $20 per acre, buildings aoe i sie ativan” 
all on ready to occupy. Stock ranges for the Blchso mention the ee 
settlement, with a future payment tothe Gov- —————— eee 
ernment of 50 cents per acre. Write for a copy 
ot the SUCCESSFUL FARMER, published at Sioux . ok. 
Falls, S. D. Special map of South Dakota, with \. epee hoes 
photo cuts of many ranches, farms, etc.. for vN yo Eee 
sale, and statements from neighboring farm- \ NS a ota edn pa 
ers, will be mailed on application. Address ae das Hees 

H. P. ROBIE, PuBLisHeR, | ay ee 
Sioux FatLs, S.D. pia i Te saa 

Please mention the “Progressive.” tN 
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Sy THE “HIGGINSVILLE RL? 
Poultry, Farm, Garden, Cemetery, THE “HIGGINSVILLE SMOKER. 

Lawn, Railroad and Rabbit A Good Smoker for a Little Money. 
Fencing. ys SEG A 

Thousands of miles in-use. Catalogue Pree. PEE EIGN VEE SO aN 
Freight Paid. Prices Low. I received the Higginsville Smoker all O. K. 

: It’s a dandy; please find enclosed stamps for 
; Ta ie another. Yours truly, 5 Orro ENDERS, 

The McMULLEN WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO, aici ; ewenniiie, NE 
114, 116, 118 and 120 N. Market St., CHICAGO, ILL. Price 75c; by mail, $1.00. Address, 

Please mention the “Progressive” Leauy MFG. Co., Higginsville, Mo 
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mn “Hl lle” Bee Suppl is is IQGINSVINEe” bee Supplies x 

IN t K Cit iN in dl Kansas CIty. ie 
Tey ee 

iM us) 

ms Having purchased the good will and business of H. L. HA 
UN Miller, of Supplies, I will be in a position to furnish all Mt 

Ni Bee-Keepers’ Supplies at Higginsville prices. a 

ms You will save freight by ordering of me. Write for Us 
the Catalogue. dae 
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x C. E. WALKER A tS zara , = 

‘407 Minn. Ave. ansas City, Kas. 
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Dee A 
w= as £ yw ERICES OF Bingham Perfect 

4 SSS NS 5 i 
R/ Sock) Bee-Smokers and Honey Knives, 

cmoke Engine J largest smok- } per dez. cach. 3 
a moke Engine; “G)made, {4 inch stove $13.(C— Mail, $1.50 Ek 

a NDOGEO Ra memeertme nt) io atle tien ceo yern. tc 9.00— * 100 I 
BN FMR Congueror cn BT 6.50— 1.00 
vst gam) Large. 2-22.20... eee RT! 5.00— 90. 
yf Se PAIN eee ee wees we ek Nt 475 70 
NY Little Wonder. 00... 2) we l00z 45050" ° iGo 
Ne Rea Honey nite a2..c.-2-.--- Beier ets. C00 ue 80 

Wg All Bingham Smokers are stamped on the metal, patented : 
UAVS F | 1878—1802—Knives B. & H. fi) 
Naor ed The four larger sizes have extra, wide shields and double f//) 

coiled steel wire handles. These SHIELDS and HANDLES [/ 3) | 
are an AMAZING COMFORT—always cool and clean. No more sutty nor burnt [2/5 j 
fingers. The Plain and Little Wonder hve narrow shields and wire handles. All [ pies 4 
Bingham Smokers have all the new improvements. viz: Direct Draft. — [//)/) 4 
Movable Bent Cap, Wire Handies, Inverted Bellows, and are ABSOLUTELY ey 
PERFECT. ni | 

"Fifteen years for a dollar, One-half a cent a month. | il 
Cuba. Kansas, Jan. 27th, 1897. Hie 

Dear Sir:—I have used the Conquerer 15 years. I was always well pleased Hig 
with its workings, but thinking I would need a new one this summer I write for \(/ 9) 
circular. I do not think the four inch “Smoke Engine” too large. Yours. WW 

W. H. EAGERTY. Me 
Corning, Cal., July i4th, 1896. 

Lhave used Bingham Smokers ever since they first came out. Working from three to 
séyen hundred colonies twelve months in the year. I ought to know what is required in 
nsmoker. The Doctor3% inch just received fills the bill. — Respectfully, 

O. W. OSBORN. 
; Mt. Pleasant. Mich., Aug. 7th, 1896. 

Dear Sir—Smokers came 0. K. They are the best I have ever seen; sell like hot cakes. 
Respectfully, WM. BAMBU, 

With a Bingham Smoker that will hold a quart of sound maple wood, the bee-keepers’ 
trials are all over fora long time. Who ever heard of a Bingham Smoker that was too large 
or did not give perfect satisfaction. The world’s most scientific and largest comb honey 
producers use Bingham Smokers and Knives. The same is true of the world’s largest pro- 
ducers of extracted honey. Before buying a smoker or knife hunt up its record and pedigree 

Please mention the ‘ Progressive.” T. F. BINGHAM, Farwell, Mich,
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FSSA Journal Devoted to Bees, Honey, and Kindred Industries. {= 

50 Gents a Year, 

PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY LEAHY MFG.Co. 
VOL. VIII. HIGGINSVILLE, MO., JAN. 1, 1898. NO. 1 

A TIME TO COME ‘ SCR ES a aA ee eee, 

s WAYSIDE FRAGMENTS. & 
s 7 5 

soe a Somnambulist. 2 

BYE WARD Ls “What comfort or cheer has the white of the 
year? 

Sa What gift is in store for us now? 
Blow up. stormy wind, from the cold, sodden 

There’ll come a time when you and plain, 
lemeticcver: And toss the loose locks on the hill; 

Wihenavowho love Mme tue eeuoe ve at the keyhole, the hand at the 

say goodbye; Let come, or let go, as you will. 
Must part, to meet onearth no more We build the red fires on the hearths of our 

forever, Se ; ‘ ‘ 
Bey oe Me x Who feared not the months as they ran; 

And neither, love, may “ask the 474 our feast shall bo blest wich thal toners 
other why. Reine beste 

I met you, Jael, and I loved you The nurselings and house-mates of man.” 

Ra ee : Hon ul Good morning, 1898. How glad- 
f 7 ve —was that a gall- 2 a ee De Was eve Se ly we welcome thee. For what 
That ne eae brow would have become of good, faith- 

Be a ee) HR Ones fol old Santa Olaus manag | nciencd 
sternly, drearly, arrived to relieve him? Just imag- 

i varning say rare! are’ ‘ ae 3 Rit 
And w aa hae Beware! there'll ine the magnitude of that relief. 

SOMNa 2 Orly those who’ve experienced 
” ee OK short spells or snatches of off duty 

A Osi from the onerous burden of life, 

There'll come a time when we shall ¢an in the least degree sympathize 
know the meaning with the old man. Call to mind 

Of all life’s lessons, all its woes the weight of his Years. Tis a 
severe: great blessing he’s not required to 

When we shall pierce the curtain tarry to witness the chagrin of the 
intervening recipients of many of the presents 

Between the lovely Afterwhile and entrusted to his delivery. While 
Here. the delight arising from his time- 

When all our earthly trials compre- honored visits remains unquestion- 
hended ed, how about the Den 

And understood, will gladden heay- arising from the same source? 
en’s clime, Vivid illustration of the trite say- 

And make all life a song nor ever ing, ‘Poor rule that won’t work 
ended two ways. Talk about heavy re- 

saga s apilities! ro 5 
Till God shall pass away—there’ll sponsibilities! Where’s the Dereon: 

come a time. age loaded even equally with Santa? 

What matter if he discovers dis- 
Higginsville, Mo., Jan. 1898. crepancies or inconsistencies? He
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must not shy of hisimperative duty, lar service is in probable demand, a 

and must deliver each and every corresponding increased allowance 
parcel to its individual owner, as of sweets are issued, from the con- 

designated by the label. Wonder sumption of which is derived an in- 
if he has time for ruffled feelings creased capability for work. Many - 
when he finds the rrppLeR has sent thin, angular or bony people resort 
to his faithful, patient wife acase to sugar or honey as counteractents. 
of ale, with ‘such a fine tonic, you Js it not clear then that from the 
know,” on the accompanying card? use of honey we may expect fat, 

Or when the other presents his hence heat, and -also muscular 
bosom companion with a box of fine strength? As to the healing vir- 

old Havanas, in simple revenge for tues of honey, they’ve so long been 
her having the preceding Christmas sung that none dare doubt, and who 
presented him with a Brussels car- jg there to contend as to its beauty 

pet. Do you Suppose his sympa- of appearance or its deliciousness? : 
thies are exercised when he finds <A iimun DIStORy atone: 

the maiden aunt forgotten because — pyar happiness for man—the hungry sinner— 
her former presents were double in Since Eve ate apples. much depends on 

value to the ones she returned? Or dinner.” 
when the baldheaded bachelor uncle I see by a recent reference to 
with ‘nota hair “twixt him and Sommy’s doings, the ‘Straw man” 
heaven,” receives a complete toilet has a big heart somewhere within 
set, brush, comb and all? And him, and who realizes more than 
again, is the responsibility his your humble servant that ‘ta kind 
when some of his many clerks in- heart is a fountain of gladness mak- 
elude the Holy Bible ina parcel of ing everything in its vicinity fresh- 
merchandise in order that Uncle en with smiles;” and, too, I long 
Sam may be defrauded of half a ago learned with Spurgeon, ‘the 
cent an ounce forthe wholeamount? who boasts of being perfect is per- 
If so, I shouldn’t wonder if awhole- fect in folly. Every rose has its 
sale tiring of clerks might be ex- thorns, and every day its night. 
pected most any day. Parentheti- Even the sun shows spots, and the 
cally, what more appropriate holi- skies are darkened with clouds. 
day present than honey? And do And faults of some kind nestle in 
bee-keepers over the land make the every bosom.” Can we, then, ex- 
best of their advantages? pect to find a perfect man? Thank 

Does the old year have to answer you, dear friend, and not only you, 
for the sin of omission? Science but all other friends who have been 
itself seems to be just waking up as — kind enough to express the least ap- 
to the value of sweets as aids to  preciation of the humble efforts of 
muscular energy. And where is he yours ‘‘most truly.” And now, ye 
who will object to a change of diet editor and compositor, one little 
from beef, iron and wine, to sugar moment with you. Many times 
orhoney? “Tis a well authenti- has my conscience upbraided me, 
cated fact that Alpine tourists de- as to the temptations lying in wait 
velop an abnormal appetite for for the unlucky reader of this 
sweets and sweetened food. And scribbling of mine, what profanity 
the Prussian war department, being might be provoked, etc., and ye ed- 
cogzinant of these facts, makes itor may remember V’ve had_ the 
practical use of the knowledge, in- good grace to apologize long since, 
asmuch as when an unusual muscu- whereupon I was assured that ye
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compositor could read, intelligibly, lest Doolittle, out of revenge, set 
even straight lines, so keen was his his wits at devising some sort of 

aptitude. But my last must have puncturing contrivance, by the use 

proved too great a strain, for whereI of which this puffed-up condition 

meant tosay ‘‘our millions of work- might be greatly modified. I rare- 

ers,” 1 was made to sayoNne million. ly get so far gone but that I remem- 

Now the question with me was, ber the warning, ‘He that is last 
had I never before reached that de- shall be first,” and vice versa. A 

gree of prosiness, that is, so severe- Allow me to present to one and 
ly tested you? or had your deciph- all, great and small, of Progress- 

ering powers been over-estimated? ve readers, the “compliments of 

In regard to the ProGRESSIVE’S the season.” Au revoir. 

new year, I am much inclined to be Naptown, Dreamland. 
decidedly optimistic, only, were I ded pee end 

in Aikin’s place, my sides would be THE DECEMBER “PROGRESSIVE.” 
Aikin (aching) sure enough even ——_——- g 
in the anticipation of the squeezing 7 WOES? ’ 
I should get from such a pressure as The December number of the 
Doolittle has the power to apply. Progressive is a ‘hummer,” and 
Wonder if there would be any harm no mistake. I somewhat fear for 
in picking up the rind of their lem- the reputation of the editor, and so 
ons after they get through with offer the following explanation, for 
them, same as the small boy does in reading his ‘Shadows by Moon- 
the castaways of the street? At light,” someone might think that he 
any rate, might save some follower had got ‘‘moon-eyed,” ot at least a 
a first-class slip and, consequently, little “‘mooney” in his musings. 
fall, thereby, at least; so here goes Now, dear reader, does he not 
for this once at any rate: take erial flights, and get quite po- 

Doolittle, in commenting on say-  etical in his visionary soarings? but 
ing hee papers as heand Aikin have does he not come down fine? and his 

done, same as preached, “Go thou, alighting—is it not grand? But 

and do likewise.” Said he would just to think that when he arrives 
not take $500 for his stock of old at Mexico, and wishes to find where 
bee journals, etc. Possibly my Ilive, when I thought every one 
self-conceit was already entirely roo in our city knew where Rouse, the 
predominant, but Doolittle will bee and honey man lived, of the tri- 
have to answer for having raised it als he had crossing bridges, ditches, 
yet a notch higher. Never had the etc. ‘To one who knows Mexico, it 
least idea, prior to the reading of might look like he had got pretty 
his article, that I had proved my- full of the moon, or something else; 
self so great a philanthropist. but when he arrived at our home so 
$500! Inasmuch as I had given early in the morning and had awak- 
most of my old bee-papers to friends — ened from mea peaceful slumber by 

and neighbors, and thus gratuitious- pounding on our front door, I arose, 
ly spread the tidings far and wide, and on opening the door could see 
just think, if you can, how philan- his face by the light of the moon. 
thropic your humble Sommy has I am sure he was all right then. I 

proven himself. Say, honestly, offered him a bed, but not a bed 
don’t you envy me my feelings? would he; so we talked and swapped 
Inflation’s nothing compared to it. experiences of the busy past season. 

P’raps P’d best desist, however, Was much interested in his relating
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his visits to Messrs. Nebel, Flana- to your list, perhaps the following 
gan and Muth.. description may prove interest- 

» J, am writing this Christmas ing: 

, morning, and the children have just “I have used both eight and ten- 
got up. Sucha time as they. are frame L hives, and I consider the 

having, (while I write,) examining — ten-frame perfect in proportion, but 
what Santa Claus has brought them. I changed to theeight-frame because 
Such shouts of glee andecstacy, and . I found it more profitable for comb 
the two younger ones are hugging — honey in this locality. But it is 
their pretty dolls almost as large as . not so perfect in proportion as the 

- they, Whoop! Does this not re- «ten-frame. It is too long and deep 
“mind us of our childhood days when — in proportion to its width. So I 
we used to receive the nice presents — cut off very near 1} inches from the 
that we so much enjoyed? A Mer- end, and the same from the bottom, 
ry Christmas and New Year to all. and added one frame, making nine 
Now back again to my main sub- frames 74 inches deep and 164 inch- 

ject, the ProcresstvE. Dear read- — es long. 
er, does it not have interesting read- This gives’ a capacity of 
ing? Just look at those articles of about the same as the eight-frame 
Aikin’s, and the elder editor’s re- lL hive, but as perfect in proportion 
view of his articles. They are just - as the ten-frame. The hive bodies 

-a feast, and more to follow, as well are made of-eight inch lumber, and 

- as more from the editor in his very . are just seventeen inches in length 
wonderful pen picture of histravels. ‘inside, so you see it makes the su- 

Say! I feel very proud of our pa- pers perfectly adapted for the 44x44 
per. It is very close up to head in _ section without any end blocks. I 
bee journalism, for with its splen- make the hive bodies just wide 

did bee articles, it has quite alot-of enough to take nine frames without 
spice thrown in. a division board, as I can get out a 

From present: indications, Iam frame just as easy as I can the 
looking for a good year anda busy board. In the supers I use cleated 
season. separators, with sections 13, plain 

Mexico, Mo. all around, no entrances cut in 

Bro. Rouse would have youthink them, same = described in Glean- 
I had been drinking ‘‘mdonshine” 8% Oct. 15, pages 744-745. The 
Phieicy te Nauenioncele Hd! slats to Support the sections are 

: en plain, 1g inches wide, } inch thick, 

fe oraee: cl Cee seventeen inches long, supported at 
g A. NEW HIVE. the ends by a piece of tin or band 

iron same as the section holders in, 

the dovetailed hive. The cleats on 
Meee ee eae: the separators are 4$ inches long, 

Ta eee and the end cleats rest on the tin 
I send you a description of my support at the end of super, . thus 

new comb honey hive. Most hive holding the separator in the proper 
manufacturers are making more — place, and at the same time keeping 
than one style of hive now. For — the slats apart and in perfect align- 
instance, the Roots are making the ment with the sections. Combs 

Danzenbaker hive, Kretchmer the built in these look much _ better 
“alternating,” ete. So if you are than the old style. The face of the 

_ contemplating making an addition comb comes within ¢ inch of the
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edge of the wood, which causes cells, taking queen away, etc. Now 
them to look very plump and full. the result at this time, Dec. 15, is: 
Half depth frames are used in su- I have 51 stands in good condition; 
pers before the swarming season. T have sold 101 twenty-four pound 

All colonies will not breed up crates of honey, and have ten crates 
alike, so when the strongest colo- on hand. We have used in the 
nies occupy the small frames above, family all that was desired. My 
they dre taken off and placed on modus operandi was: Eleven of 
colonies that have not commenced my stands were on ten-frame hives; 
work in the half depth frames four upon eight-frame. When the 
above. A super of sections is then eight-frame hive cast a swarm, I di- 
placed on the strong colony from vided the frames in that hive, mak- 
which the super of frames was ing four swarms, that is, giving 
taken, if the honey flow is sufficient three frames with a queen cell to 
to warrant. If not, put on the su- each nuclei so formed, and filling in 
per of empty frames that was taken with empty combs. Those four old 
from the weak colony. When all stands gave me sixteen stands, 
strong colonies have commenced in counting the swarm cast. The 
sections, and the weak ones have _ eleven old stands in the ten-frames 

been built up and are ready to have all swarmed once; two of them 
sections put on, take off the supers twice. I caught four swarms out- 
with the small frames, put two to- side of my apiary—whether they 
gether and place ona bottom board, were cast from my bees, I do not 
and put on a cover. Place theseby know. Now let us recapitulate: 
the side of the weakest colonies, The fifteen stands have given me 
give a small entrance, and in twen- thirty-six stands, with the ‘‘maver- 
ty-one days drive all bees out into ick.” This is 22 swarms to one 

the colony, and extract the honey. old stand—2664 pounds of honey. 
In the fall, when the dark honey We will say nothing of what the 
comes, take off sections and put on family has used, or 1773 pounds to 
extracting frames. a stand, or one old stand gave me 

Dona Ana, N. M. 22 stands of bees and 1773 pounds of 

Te esi fee honey. Pretty good, isn’t it? 
Now a word to “‘the other editor”: 

A YIELD OF 1897. My friend and fellow bee man, R. 
—. C. Aikin, Esq., of Loveland, Colo., 

D.\L. TRAGY: does not require any small fry like 
Se myself to help him out with his 

I thought I would tell you, Bro.  <‘tilt” that’s on. But turn to page 
Leahy, of my experience of 1897. 325 Progressive for December, 
In my experience of sixteen years and read to the end of paragraph 
with bees, I have had, as most api- from ‘Moths have no power to 
arists have, years of lean and years take possession of any colony,” etc. 
of fat, but [ think the past season Now, Mr. G. M. D., I will admit 
has been a record breaker. that they do not have that power 

I started in in the spring of 1897 here in Colorado, but in Iowa, I 
with seventeen stands. Two of have seen moth literally eat up a 
them died about swarming time, swarm that were like the English- 
so they did not count. At swarm- man’scorpse, ‘‘pretty dom’d lively.” 
ing-time I kept the bees back as There was no sickness and no lan- 
much as I could by cutting queen guishing. There were 10,000 bees
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to the frame, and ten frames to the while it is packed full of dry leaves. 
hive, yet the moths completely an- Smash up a bunch and erowd into 
nihilated them. each corner. Fill full, put on the 

Denver, Colo. cover, and lay a brick or rock on 
Brine pa Cs) top to keep the wind from blowing 

it off. Now the job is done, and 
PUTTING THE BEES INTO WINTER well done. For outdoor wintering, 

QUARTERS IN SOUTH MISSOURI. leave the entrance wide open. 
Springfield, Mo. 

W. H. RITTER. Ss 

This isa very simple and easy = STRAWS FROM THE APIARY. e 
plan, especially with the ‘‘Higgins- # Fred S. Thorington. s 
ville” or any hives that use the wide “SHER R ee ee Reee 
surplus frames in section case. We In fixing my bees for winter and 
begin here to do this work any putting the cushions on, I took 
time between the middle of Octo- from the extracting supers more 
ber and the last of November. Our than 125 pounds of nice amber col- 
yard is in an oak grove, and any ored honey. It would have been ta- 
time after the leaves fall and get ken from the hives sooner, but the 

dry and crisp so that they will fall was very dry, and the bees 
break up easy, is the time for us, as were prone to rob on short notice 
we use the leaves for packing, when the forage was cut short in 
They are clean and nice, and right the fields. The days were mostly 
at hand ready for use. They are hot ones, and the bees prowled 
about the best material to hold heat around outdoors often until after 
that can be found. I never saw dark, so there was but little chance 
the ground freeze under a bed of to take honey from the hives until 
leaves. We first empty all the sec- cooler weather. Then, too, we 

tion cases of the wide frames, using were building a new barn, and had 
only the rim. We now open up a _ but little time to care for the bees 
hive, examine the condition, andif just then. About the middle of 
the bees are all right, with plenty November last, I extracted about 
of stores for winter, the next thing eighty pounds of the 125 pounds, 
is to lay across the middle of the and put the frames of comb away 
frames a strip of wood long enough for another year. About the same 
to just reach the space next the out- " time I had painted some new dove- 
side frames. It ought to be nearly tailed hives I have had some time 
an inch thick. This will hold up past, as well as others not used on 
the cloth cover, and leave a good account of the few past poor sea- 

passway for the bees to reach all sons. he fact is, I have had late- 
the honey in the hive. I use my ly more good hives without bees in, 
oil-cloth covers, putting the oil side than were occupied by bees, so I 
up. Any good cotton cloth will do. will have enough on hand now 
Have it full as large every way as ready to make a good start for pro- 
top of the hive. Put it on. Now viding little homes for bees next 
set on section rim. See that it season. I may have to have some 
catches the cloth all around. Now extra hives if the season of 1898 is 
you must have an assistant to hold a good one, especially for swarming, 
he section case firmly in place yet I shall aim to keep my colonies
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as strong in numbers as_ possible T enjoyed looking at the pictures 
By so doing, we have less hives to of J. W. Rouse and family, and E. 
manipulate, and get more surplus TT. Flanagan and apiary, in Decem- 
honey than we would were the ber PRoGressive. 
working force of one hive scattered IT can’t get along without the Pro- 
out into three, six or more. If Gresstve. Let her come. 

unity is strengtn in other things, I Tangled Ends. 

think it 1s equally so, an regard to In American Bee-Keeper for No- 
pepe epics algae ; vember, page 323, Friend G. M. 

T like to get things ready during  qyoolittle’s article reads: ‘And as 
the winter months, as well as I can, the time of natural swarming will 

for the next season’s use among jo at its height when this reaches . 
bees, 80 as to avoid the rush in bee- ihe cavay Gn ane reader,” ete. Do 

yard. Then, too, on our place 18 jes swarm much in November? 
quite a good deal of other work to iNccordine to thesDecentberkieno= 
be done the year round, and when GRESSIVE, Sr are to have the pom- 

the swarming season comes on, nee and squeezing results during 

mere is hurrying | everywhere. is98. Dm just aching (Aikin) to 
There is no_ time to make hives, get ’em. My 

ete., then. We raise quite alot of Now is a good time to mend the 

strawberries every year, and they broken links of friendship, if we 
ripen about the time the bees are in jaye any; and if we are not on good 
their glory, swarming, or about the terma with theubecnmbecniee they 

middle and last of June. Z A stung us sometimes, etc., last sea- 
If one knows what supplies will son, let us return good for evil, and 

be apt to be needed for another sea- 46 they do not go hungry during 
son, as a rule they can get them at the winter. When spring has 
a discount by making early orders, come and the fields are spread nen 
as most of the supply factory man- With a carpet of green, and the 
agers allow a discount on early or- sowers make us glad with their 
ders. Phen the goods can be made pretty bloom, they (the bees) will 

up sometime during the winter jnore than repay us for our care of 
months. ane: if the supplies them, ¥ 
are not ordered until wanted, they 

are not received until not wanted one Oey a 
for immediate use, as the past sea- The first snow of the season here 
son has proven in more cases than fell on Dec. 2. It made me think, 

one. Supply companies cannot "Lis winter and the north winds blow, 
well avoid this, and they often run Forward comes the fulling snow, 
most day and night at their fullest Under the jasmine the snowflakes creep, 

capacity to fill orders in the heighth Gen cna Oe eae cae 
of the honey season, and then some- We have had a light snow lately. 

times fail, and the bee-keeper is un- The old year is gone, and has » 
ayoidably disappointed. left behind it a cold world. Some 

The apiary picture of Mr. F. J. people are sad, while others feel 
R. Davenport, page 289 November gay; some live on the luxuries of 
ProGressive, makes a very pretty life, while others live in want; and 
pleture, and his picture shows him are we not all brothers and sisters, 
to be a kind man and up-to-date in search of the better land where 
bee-keeper. I enjoyed reading his peace and harmony dwell? May 
biographical sketch. the new year bring many blessings
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and less sorrows, is my wish. HINTS FOR BEE-KEEPERS. 
I was very sorry to hear of the 

accident at the factory on the eve- ae 
ning of November 3. The grief of JAMES CORMAC. 

the little one’s parents must have 
been very great when they learned er 
of the child’s sad fate. I truly The past season was an excep- 

sympathize with the parents in tional one on many accounts. The 

their deep sorrow. It is true little extreme rise in temperature for 

Florence has been taken from her many days, wrought disaster with 

home where she was so dearlyloved, new drawn combs under unfavora- 

and is gone to the heavenly home ble conditions of shade. he loss 

where pain and sorrow are nomore. to many a bee-keeper from the melt- 

Yes, she has gone home in her in- ing of afew combs to almost the 

. nocence to the One who said, ‘‘Suf- entire apiary, in several cases (in 

fer little children to come unto Me, one of eighty hives) is recorded. 

for of such is the kingdom of Such serious losses ought to elicit 

heaven.” from bee-keepers subject to such 

Why could not some of the good loss, inquiry as to what are the 

things that have been said of the most feasible methods to be em- 

late Henry George after he was ployed for protection. As our bee 

dead, have been said to him while journals are open to afford any api- 

his ears could hear them? The  arist an opportunity of inquiry, also 

kind, cheering words would have affording the same to anyone wish- 

thrilled the heart with joy. It too ing to give their views from experi- 

often happens that good things re- ence relating to any and all experi- 

main unsaid of our friends until ments to accomplish any advance 

they are dead, and then they can do beyond the general practice. It be- 

them no good. Flowers laid on ing generally admitted that shade 

the graves of our departed friends is desirable under the conditions 

do them no good, and the beautiful which are likely to be experienced 

eulogy at their grave is unheard by any summer, south of forty-five de- 

them. Sometimes I think it is a grees of latitude, U. 8. A. The 

great pity the departed cannot question may be asked to state the 

awaken at their own funeral and most favorable conditions. Some 

hear the kind words spoken of them would answer, having arranged 

that should have been said to them their hives on the north side of 

while living, to cheer them on their grape trellis, such was; others under 

weary way through life. Let us fruit trees; othersin shade of any 

open the alabaster box of our loye deciduous trees; others evergreens, 

and tenderness to our friends while etc. Having experience under all 

they are living. Let usscatter the these conditions, my preference is 

flowers of love all along life’sweary open space and shade boards. 

way, that they may make happier Why? Because of a freer circula- 

some lonely heart, and not, as is too tion of air over and around the 

often the éase, burn the deadwood hive. Having hinted in a former 

of friendship on the altar of loye. article of damage to too thick shade 

The fire of hatred burns deep in the being detrimental in cool spells, 

soul, and consumes the essence of there is also a liability in a hot, 

life. damp condition of the atmosphere, 

Chillicothe, Mo. to produce the extreme concentrat-
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ed heat conditions, felt under the cover the entire filled super, hold- 
direct rays of the sun, with heated ing the same in place by laying a 
vapor added, more destructive than strip of wood across in the center 

an equal degree of dry heat, soften- of supers, upon which the cover 
ing the wax in much more readily, rests, or the supers above one an- 
whilst in a large part of the west- other. By this means my sections 
ern country a timberless condition are comparatively free from propo- 
prevails, and the neglect to provide lis, and as white as when placed on 
shade trees, fruit or forest, and an the hive. No scraping to do only 
absolute need of shade is required on edges, and the cleaning then is 
to protect from loss of melted done with a three-inch thumb plane. 
combs, as well as comfortable work- A thin shaving takes all bee glue off 
ing conditions forthe colony. This except in the grooved part for pas- 
can be supplied at slight expense by sages of bees. Then the end blocks 
the use of lath, cut to suit the no- are not nailed to the section hold- 
tions of the bee-keeper as to length — ers, and can be taken out separate 
and width. This material is light, and piled in supers, as well as the 
and spaces between each allow air section slats, which are far easier 

to freely circulate between top of scraped and cared for, and can be 
hive and shade board, and by the stored in a few supers. As the sec- 
use of lime whitewash applied two tion slats or holders are, when in 
or three times during summer fur- supers, (section holder cases) sepa- 

nishes to my way of operating, the rated by the separators, and come 
best shade, except for the apiarist, even with the top of sections, those 
but he has all the room above and used to cover the sections where 
around to exercise in, as well as a 44x44 sections were used, should be 
clear observance of the bees in case 1-16 inch wide, to come closer to- 
of swarms. gether,and then the tops would be 

Having experimented as to fac- almost free of glue. For instance, 
ing hives in different directions to 1 sections need two-inch slats for 
obtain the best results, dividing the top, taking and shaving of each 
them in plats, equal as to number edge. ‘This method of using top 
and strength of colonies, results ob- slats is far in advance of paraftine 
tained advocate the facing of hives paper, as the bees are unable to lift 
east or southeast. Another and the edge of slats to insert glue. To 
very important method practiced prevent the weight of honey in the 
for the last five years, which has sections springing the slats down 
givenme more pleasure and less onthe first super next the brood 
work in producing comb honey, is frames, a strip even with the top of 
a slight’ change in the manner of — hive, $ inch wide, as spoken of in 
using the furniture in the super, as article in the November Proaress- 
also a slight change in the super. ive, where the Pettit wedge is rec- 
First, having added a 2 inch strip ommended for airing the hive in 
to all my supers, making them five summer to increase the entrance. 
inches deep. The last lot, gotten This same strip is handy when cel- 
four years ago, was made to order laring bees used to lift front of 
five inches deep. All previous of hive, giving plenty of air, and when 
usual depth, have strips nailed on astrip one inch wide of 4} inch 
upper edges, 2 thick, so that I can mesh wire cloth is placed in front, 
lay on top of each row of 44x44 and tacked to hives, the mice, if 
sections, a section holder, and thus any get in, are shut out of the
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hives. No bottom boards have to to your liking. In case of a raid 
be removed, and more hives can be of robbing bees, only two inches 

stored in same space, as hive on anda 14 space under the length of 

hive can be piled up with inch strip. Robbers are shut out. Can 
stuff on cover at rear end of each. be left on all summer and winter, 
‘This keeps all level, and dead bees and regulated as occasion requires. 
can be carried out and dropped on Des Moines, Iowa. 
to the cave or cellar floor. 

A cave twenty feet long and six Se Mma 
feet high, eight wide, and a truss CROSS-BREEDING. 
formed of two 2x20 planks, one foot ; 
wide, sustains the roof. A two- RS 
inch strip nailed on the bottom DE Ce eeu 
edge of said plank truss on which =e 
a floor'is laid, which floor is cover- Suppose you have a virgin queen 
ed with leaves one foot thick, a of pure Italian blood mated with a 
roof of 4 pitch, center of each side pure black drone, and then continue 

of roof boards supported by 2x6, the stock by in-and-in breeding for 
and said roof boards, one end rest- ten or fifteen generations, what will 

ing on floor, and depends on a 2x6 the stock be? 
center support, these 2x6’s support- If I had been asked this ques- 
ed every four feet, to sustain the tion, and had answered without any 
weight of one foot, six inches of study, I think I should have said 

earth, the roof boards covered with that the stock would be just half 
tar paper before earth is laid on, Italian and half black blood. But 
and oyer the earth sheetiron, paint- an article in a German paper showed 
ed on each side, makes a bee cave me differently. Tl give you some 
where the thermometer did not figures, using decimal fractions in- 

change from 424 degrees during stead of the common fractions, used 
the past two years, loss one per in the Centralblatt. We needn’t 

cent bees winter of 1895. consider the worker stock, merely 
A contrivance to open and close the queens and drones. Let us 

the entrance, made of galvanized keep track of the percentage of Ital- 
iron, sheet zinc, tin, or thin pine; ian blood, in which case the blood 
thus one piece 14 inch wide and 13 of the Italian queen would be 100 
inches long, two pieces $ inch wide per cent or 1.00, and the Italian 
and 3 inches long. Lay tlie strips blood in the black drone would be 
in place, nail to hive with long 0. In the first. generation from 
strip resting onthe bottom board, this, the queen would bea half-blood, 
left end, (you’face the hive entran- and the drone would be pure Ital- 

ces) even with .outside of hive, ian. You see that knocks us out 
“right end one inch from outside of of our calculation already, if we 
hive, a notch 2 inches long cut’ out “have been thinking of having half- 
3-16 deep. Now niove the strip blood stock, for now we are to 

to right; as it turns-on nails, it will breed from a_half-blood Italian 
rest parallel with the bottom board queen and a drone that’s pure Ital- 
until’ entrance is 14 inches‘open, ian. Let us follow up the matter 
if you raise here on wédges. If for some generations. In one col- 
wanted to close entrance, move to umn put the per cent of Italian 
left. This is always in place, and blood in the drone, and use another 
you can control width of ‘entrance column for the queen:
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oan, QUEEN. will be constant. Of course they 
Waters 1.00 50 may be from different families so 
Bee eG as as not to be akin. 

Reis ae ee The Seasons. 
ae: er aoe Not so very long ago, in these 
“thee 6 14625 -6875 ates : Pec gars 65625 columns I discussed the question 
ay ‘ oS Be ss > ae whether we might again expect good 

6th ‘ pono aes PUB Tr, seasons, taking the ground that as 

a eo (18 (or sO ee we could not understand entirely 
ae Af ea es ne why good seasons had departed, 

0th © 66018635 .c6g90a1675 et Ye 2O anand oT mens i ee Zee not expect their return. ‘The 
As a matter of curiosity, I fol- thing that hath been, it is that 

lowed up the figures to the 18th which shall be.” The event seems 
generation, when I found the per to justify my view. If I remember 
cent of Italian blood in the drone correctly, at the time I wrote, my 

was .6666717529296875, and in the bees were not only not bringing me 
queen, .66666412353515625. any profit, but were a burden of ex- 

After showing what the tenth pense. In the year 18941 think I 
generation would bring, the writer took only a small amount of sur- 

in Centralblaat remarked that only plus from just a single colony, and 
a fraction of black blood was left, then fed an even ton of granulated 

and by continued in-breeding, the sugar to tide the bees over till flow- 

black blood would gradually fade ers should come again. The year 
out entirely. Investigation of the 1895 was a repetition of the preced- 
figures will show this to be an er- ing year, so far as the white honey 
ror. Like the swing of a pendu- harvest was concerned, but the fall 
lum, the figures in the column are harvest gave the bees plenty of win- 
alternately larger and smaller, the ter stores, so I didn’t need to feed 
difference constantly growing less, any. That seemed to be the turn- 
always approaching but never quite ing point, and 1896 and 1897 have 
reaching a continuous series of the been good years, 1897 giving me 
figure 6, making the amount of Ital- the largest crop I ever had, 17,150 
ian blood present two-thirds. In- pounds, all but 300 pounds comb, 
deed we have already in the fifth from 239 colonies, spring count. 
generation so nearly reached two- Perhaps no one held more strong- 
thirds, that the difference is hardly ly than W. Z. Hutchinson the view 

worth considering. Of course, if that we ought no more to expect 
we should start with a black queen the seasons of yore, explaining that 
and an Italian drone, we wouldthen the advance of cultivation had de- 

secure a cross having only one-third stroyed the native flora, and advis- 
Italian blood. Suppose, however, ing that bee-keeping should hardly 
we should desire to secure a cross be pursued longer as a specialty. 
containing Italian and black blood In the last number of the Review, 
in equal parts, how isit tobe obtain- he mentions the crop I have secured, 
ed? Kasily; at least theoretically. and then remarks with a frankness , 

You will notice that the queen of that is characteristic of the man, 
the first generation is a half-blood; ‘‘This is the best possible answer to 
likewise the drone of the second the query, ‘Will the good years 
generation. Now pair these two, come again’?” 
and you will have half-bloods that Marengo, Ills.
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{SCRE eRe tin epGe. As the frames were to 
i} EXPERIENCE AND ITS LESSONS. % be spaced 1} inch from center to 
8 R. C. Aikin. 2 center, little notches were made 

SO AEROS EEE EE just that far apart in the edge of 
Continued from Dec. PROGRESSIVE). the tin. The metal bearing in the 

Those who have kept bees forthe frame end was just a piece of sheet 
past twenty years and have tried to iron inserted in such a manner that 
keep up with the improvements, when the frame was in place this 
know how rapid have been the support rested on the edge of the 
changes. Of course I must keep tin on the rabbet at right angles and 
up. Itried many new things in- edge downward. This arrangement 
vented by others, and invented allowed of no fastening by propolis, 
many myself. for the only points of contact were 

About this time 1 was convinced the sheet iron crossing the tin, and 
that the tall, narrow hive I was the point or end of the iron touch- 

using was not the best. I was ing the wood at the back of the 
always annoyed because I could not — rabbet. 
get super room, especially with one This was an inexpensive arrange- 
pound sections that were coming ment, and so far as propolizing was 
into use. I was a disciple of concerned the frames were never 
Kretchmer and Doolittle, so was glued to the hive but that they were 
not ready yet for the LL frame, be- very readily removed. When the 
cause too shallow, so I adopted frame was dropped into the hive a 
what Kretchmer called his ‘new slight sidewise movement on the 
system hive.” It was .a big chest rabbet till the frame bearing drop- 
of a hive fifteen inches deep, 134 ped into the little notch spaced the 

inches wide and twenty-four inches frames. 
long, two division boards and side After all, this was a good thing 
storing. carried too far. When the frames 

The division boards were sup- were new, or even empty combs, it 
ported by hanging on the rabbet was almost impossible to pick up a 
just as the frames did, but were hive and carry it without displacing 
large enough to prevent bees pass- the frames, so easy were they to 
ing them to the ends of the hives, move. Another difficulty was that 
thus forming a brood chamber in should one side of a comb have 
the center to take just as many longer cells than the other, or one 
frames as wished from oneto fifteen. side be filled faster than the other, 

The frame was Anour thirteen inches things of very common occurence, 
wide and fourteen inches deep, and the heavy side pulling down the 
hung crossway of the big hive, the hardest out of plumb with the very 
entrance being at the side. The narrow bearing at the point of sup- 
surplus was to be taken at the ends port, would throw the bottom of 
—which were movable—and shoy- the frame over against the next one. 
ing in four or five pound boxes This matter of frames hanging out 
against the division boards which of plumb isa serious one, and I 
were provided with passages to let might as well say right here that I 
bees through. very soon discarded the metal bear- 

The brood frames were fixed with ing in the frame and used the 
metal bearings, and the rabbet that ordinary bar full width throughout, 

supported them had atin strip on { inch, but retained the tin rabbet. 
it so that the frame rested on the Even after I used the all wood top
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bar the frames would not hang Don’t you see we could then take 
plumb, but would frequently hang off the cover and manipulate the 
one one way and its neighbor the brood nest without in the least 
other way till there was room disturbing the surplus boxes? That 
between the bottoms for another looked like progress, so I just built 
comb, and sometimes the bees on ‘‘back kitchens” to some of the 

would put in that other comb, too. hives. Just think of it; a ‘lean to” 

This fault is common to all loose on the east, another on the west, 
hanging frames with {inch top bars, and one on the back, too. Chaff 
and to some extent with the wider or leaves in these side chambers in 
bars of more recent date. winter—honey boxes in summer, 

The size and shape of the brood each box having glass fronts and a 
chamber—I usually used about ten movable side to the hive in front of 
of these frames—-was apparantly this. The top of the hive accessi- 

_ all right for wintering and building ble directly to the brood nest 
up in the spring. The space at the without removing a single honey 
ends where the surplus was to be box. 
taken, could be filled in winter with Nice as this all appears it was 
chaff or not as I pleased. I fre- short lived. The four or five pound 
quently moved out the division boxes that slipped into these cham- 
boards and gave twelve to fifteen bers soon gave way to two pound 
frames, or in case of nuclei or weak sections. Wide frames with tin 
colonies, contracted even to one separators were made to support 
comb if necessary. Whena honey these sections, and the section 
flow came I could take outsome of being entirely surrounded by these 
the end combs and shove in the close fitting wide frames no bee 
division board and put in the sur- could touch the outside of the 
plus boxes, thus at once COMPELLING — sections, a principle highly valued 
the bees to go into the surplus by some today, though not by the 
arrangement. writer. With this arrangement I 

This taught me the great advan- could change places or ‘jump 
tage of having a hive that was frames” so putting nearly finished 
elastic. While this experience was sections outside, and those less ad- 
away back about fifteen years ago, vanced on the inside, etc., ete. 
never have I given up the idea of Well, while this brought a great 
an elastic hive—one that could be amount of surplus surface near the 
easily adjusted in size at the option brood nest, two grave faults appear- 
of the apiarist. If I am permitted ed. Those sections nearest the 
to complete this series of articles bottom and inward next the brood, 
you will find this idea coming out were capped dark by an admixture 
to the end, and by whatever the of wax from the brood combs, and 
means to accomplish the purpose, also caught too much pollen. If 
is a valuable idea. one were equipping an apiary ex- 

I said the surplus was taken at  clusively for extracted honey pro- 
the ends of the two foot long hive, duction, there are excellent features 
though at the stipe of the brood about such an arrangement, but for 
combs. I thought if “side storing” comb honey it is not the thing. I 
was a good thing, why not go one learned that the sections next the 
better and have side and back both, top were capped much the whitest. 
thus haying surplus chambers on Also that for nice comb finish the 
three sides of the brood nest? work must not be done too close to
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brood. I further observed that the them to hold all close together. 

strength of the colony had a great I also made supers on the same 

bearing on the matter, too. general plan to hold one pound 

Having found out that ‘side sections, and made my sections by 

storing” was not what I wanted, I sawing out four pieces and nailing 
concluded to make some kind of a them together. I have sawed and 

super to go on top. I made supers nailed many hundreds of four piece 

to take the two pound sections that sections. While here speaking of 

were then much used. I arranged — sections I will say that there is now 

to retain the side storing feature to a grand change taking place in the 

use if I wished to, and above both matter of sections, and before this 

brood chamber and side chamber — series of articles are all published 

was the top super. This super was there will be a section largely used 

practically a T Super, but in those J mean for the season of 1898— 

days the 'I’s were made of wooden that will possess some of the good 

rail or slat with a strip of tin nailed features of the old four piece sec- 

on the under edge. The sections tion; but as this will come up later 
were open at the bottom only, not TJ will drop it now, and in my next 

calculated to tier up. As each  jntroduce you to my next hive, the 

; super held twenty-four two pound ‘Clipper, Jr.” 

sections I had a forty-eight pound Loveland, Colo. 

capacity on top once filling, which 

with a twenty-four pound capacity c ‘ ‘ 

at each end (or side) of tected Recapitulation by G. M. Doolittle. 

chamber, made a total section room Average Surplus.—C atinuing my 

of ninty-six pounds. Each outside  “‘chase’’ after Bro. Aikin, from where 

section, both above and below, [Cleft offin the December number, I 

could be faced with glass or wood find him saying in that number that 

just as I felt inclined, and I spent during the seventies he had produced 

much for glass. several tons of surplus honey. had in 

‘A difficulty that now confronted 1880 as many as 100 colonies of bees, 

me (see, like all beginners and in- andtwo years in succession had se- 

yentors I would climb out of one cured as high as “seventy-five” pounds 

hole only to fall into another. In _ of honey, on an average, spring count. 

my eagerness to overcome one fault This wassomething of a surprise to 

I did not look far enough ahead to me, for T bad supposed that things 

see the next snag in my way), was could not only be purchased more 

the everlasting shifting and chang- cheaply ina new country, but that a 

ing the size of the brood chambers new country always, or very nearly so, 

to correspond to the size of the gavea larger yield of any product 

colony. This I must do in order worked for. For the last seven years 

tomake all get to super work. in the seventies my average yield was 

The brood chamber was large, and 106 pounds of (nearly all) comb honey, 

when I contracted the brood nest while one year gave me an average of 

I must also put on aproportionately — 134 pounds. and in 1877 T obtained an 

less number of sections, which I did average yield of 1663 pounds: one colo- 

by just moving up the end ones ny giving as high as 309 pounds of 

with glass fronts and putting in comb honey, while one of the TWO 

something against the end of the colonics worked for extracted honey 

super and pressing against the vave 566 pounds. But the woodman’s 

glass, or by tying a string around axe, and the more thorough cultivation
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of the cleared fields, has changed these flight.” I contend that Jong confine- 

former yields so that the past iveyears mentis the real cause of all of our 

have given me an average of only wintering troubles, where bees are 

about 70 pounds. instead of the former PROPERLY prepared for winter, and 

106. would emphasize this by saying that, 

Brood Rearing in January.— had that confinement held out two 

Friend A. says he ‘had read” thas More months Bro. 4. would not had 

brood rearing commenced in his lati- Ye" one of those 11 colonies left. 
tude in January and February, and That winter I started in with 90 colo- 

tells us how in opening a hive in Janu- Biss on their summer stands and 55 
ary he found brood to the amount 1!" the bee cave. or cellar in the bill- 

which a silver dollar would cover. The !4e. When spring fairly opened Thad 
person who said brood rearing would hees in 15 hives of those on the summer 
“commence in all good colonies about Stands, while the whole number of 
Christmas,” was our own M. Quinby, bees in the 15 hives would not make 

who passed to the beyond some years three good colonies. The bees had no 
ago. His accuracy of statement was Chance to fly here, from October 22d 
rarely equaled by any other apicultural °° April 7th, or nearly 54 months. 
writer, and he was greatly belovea by But to show how much better bees can 
all who knew him. But this brood stand long confinement in the cellar 

rearing matter only referred to colo- than out door, I will say that from the 
nies wintered on their summer stands. 2 Placed in the cave. 53 came out 
Colonies when wintered in the cellar, Strong and in good order, with one 
or cave, rarely have any brood in their weak and the other dead. Here was 
bives when set on the summer stands Where I decided Nor to put all of “my 
in April, if the wintering has been 88S in one basket,”” and every year 
perfect. since has found me following *‘mixed 

wintering” with bees, though the cel- 

Winter Losses.—Bro. A. next tells jap gives the best results as a rule. 
us of losing his bees to so great an 

extent that he had only eleven left oat Non-Swarming.—I wish the read- 

of the 100 he had in the fall of aBour er to turn back to the December num- 

°83. If he had not said about, 1 should ber andsee what A. says about his 

take the time necessary to look the bees not swarming during the summer 

matter up; but as he left it that way after his great winter loss. It will be 

I will say,, without hunting over old noticed that he seems inclined to credit 

volumes of the bee papers, thatI think his taking brood from the hives to form 

that it was the winter of 1882-3 that nuclei with, as the cause of his bees 

the great loss occurred, a loss so great not swarming. It undoubtedly did 

that fully three-fourths of all of the havesome effect that way, but the 

bees in the United States were swept main cause lay in the season. When 

out of existence. So general a loss the honey harvest begins early and 

never was known before or since. continues right along without inter- 
‘And while that loss has been attributed ruption, very few swarms issue, as a 

to poor honey, pollen, dampness, old rule, but with a season where only 

bees, ete, Mr. Aikin seems to be just enough honey is obtained to carry 

about the only person who agrees with forward profuse brood rearing the 

meas to what the REAL cause was, ‘swarming mania’ is quite liable to 

which is manifest where he says ‘for break out. Thus, in 1877, which gave 
about five months they were confined the great yield, I had little swarming, 

to the hives without one cleansing with colonies all strong in the spring;
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while another year 49 colonies in the two or more seasons. Hear him! '*Bees 

spring gave 348 swarms, with some NEVER act DIFFERENTLY under exactly 

little honey. In such cases, ‘‘colonies the same conditions; races may differ. 

not strong enough for super work” but the average bee WiLL do what it 
will swarm, as Bro. A. says his did HAS done under the same environ- 

when he had his swarming year. In ments.” Iagree ‘exactly’ with the 

fact almost anything and everything above, but wish to say that Doolittle 

will swarm in spite of all of the usual has been trying, now going on nearly 

precautions taken. thirty years, to find the “SAME EN- 

Cutting Queen-Cells.—But of late VIRONMENTS” carried out a second 

years Ihave practiced something un- "Me with an entire failure to do BC) 
usual as to precautions, which A. bints pi erse Come ine MiNi 
at where he says “by cutting queen- the matter. JT have said hundreds of 

cells, taking away brood,” etc., the times that bees act differently indiffer- 

usual part lies in waiting eight days ent seasons, for the reason that no TWO 

after the swarm having the laying seasons are exactly alike. Exe seasons 

queen issued, at which time the first ™#Y Pe ar alike but 
young queen has emerged from her never EXACTLY alike. Tused to wish 

cell, asa rule, in the parent colony, that each season might be alike, then 

when Igo and cut off EVERY queen- T eould Secure a Qvop aa just such a way 

ell from the combs afd have a sure °Ve'Y time: machinery like; butof late 

thing on them, as all after-swarms Years T have not wished that way. 
come from plurality of queers. Then, Had it been thus, Doolittle’s bee fever 

ALL swarming can be stopped by would pave run its course long ago. 

caging all queens just before the But as it is, each season adds new 

swarming season arrives, and ten days thoughts, new _camplications, new 

later cutting EVERY queen-cell off, pa) DEW) CNBr eee Nom determina- 

when instead of the solid stopper OMS. ete., tillthe one great WHOLE 
usually used in the qtieen cage replace gives an indescribable pleasure to bee- 

it with one which is hollow, the hollow FeePing not found in any other pur- 
being filled with the candy used in suit. And this pleasure can only be 

shipping queens, to a sufficient amount grasped by the one who is not turned 

so it willtake the bees three or four side sy trifles. Over the door of 
days toeatitout. By this time all apiculture stands written in ‘‘letters of 

desire to swarm has ceased, and with  {lte.” “LAZY AND SHIFTLESS PERSONS 
the liberation of the queen comes a NEED NOT APPLY.” And if they do 
desire for both brood and stores, which #PPly they are always like the seed of 
will cause a temendous rush of honey the scripture which was sown in ‘stony 

to the sections, ifthere is any to be Places.” See Matthew 13:5, 6,—20, 21. 
had in the fields. By having a thor- Enough Super Surface. —1 now 

ough knowledge of our location, and come to Bro. Aikin’s article in this the 
using this plan in accord therewith, January issue of the PROGRESSIVE, 

great results can bey obtained, as T and that I may be fully caught up with 

have proven to my satisfaction. this already too lengthy editorial, I 
Exactly the Same Conditions.—_ »™ going to give sometning I wrote 

In winding up his article in the Dec- after reading a sentence A. had in the 

ember number, Bro. A. would allow us November number. I might write it 
to infer that he believes that we may different now, after reading what he 

have ‘‘#XACTLY” the same conditions says in this number, but as I wish each 
with our bees at certain times during reader to do some thinking of their
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own, I will give it as I wrote it for of 1663 pounds from the whole apiary 

that occasion, asking the reader to of 69 colonies, spring count. I admit 

find out for himself which, or if both thatthis course requires more labor, 

of us have made a mistake, together but for an ambitious person, there is 

with the why’s and wherefore’s._‘After ~no system that will roll up comb honey 

telling how a deep frame was all right equal toit."—AndTI still believe the 

for winter, Bro. A. says he learned same notwithstanding what Bro. A. 

‘that the deep hive did not furnish has in this issue. 

enough super surface.” Well, I wonder ae ener 

how he arrived at such a conclusion? THE ITALIANS SWARMED. 

Wonder where his eyes were when he 

was reading those articles of old Jasper 
favenicui ca ia Avaevicatabes Toate Something About the Past and Present.— 

which he tells us he took in those A Visit to Washington City.. 

years? Did not Mr. Hazen tellus that re 

he was not confined to the top of the (Continued from’ Dec, PROGRESSIVE). 

hive for surplus, but surrounded the Friends, did it ever occur to you 
whole of the brood combs with surplus he different kinds of people that 
honey receptacles, except the bottom, compose the crowded passenger 

and secured enormous yields of fine trains, the different sentiments of 
comb honey, with that swarming these people, the different incidents 
trouble which overtook Mr. Aikin a that are causing them like troubled 
little later, nearly or quite done away waters to flow and rush from one 

with? And has not Doolittle told the part of the continent to another; 
readers of the bee papers for years, some to joy, and some to sorrow; 

how he secured those crops of comb some on their wedding tours with 

honey, which A. I. Root said “put the joy and hope of life budding 

Huber in the shade,” by the same forth; some to the bedside of an in- 
plan? Where have you been friend A. valid friend or the bedside of a 
that you should think that there was dying mother or father; and some 
no place but THE TOP OF A HVE for to visit the home of their childhood 
surplus, or ‘super surface?” As bees to weep at the graves of their an- 
build comb much more freely at the cestors, and mingle their tears with 
sides of the brood nest, and storehoney the green grass that grows above 
more rapidly atthe top, there is no their dead? I cannot say, when I 
method of supering that will compare, boarded the train at Cincinnati, 
as regards alarge honey yield, with again to follow the course of the 
having the sections filled with comb iron trail across the Alleghenies, 
at the sides, then raising them to the whether it was with a feeling of joy 
top for completion, taking the com- or sadness. I think I felt a touch 
pleted product from the top, raising of both, alternately. This day I 
the part-filled sections from the sides shall begin to see some of the once 

‘to take the place of those taken off, familiar scenes, scenes of twenty 
and putting the empty sections at the years ago, when, without friends or 

sides; and so on till the season closes. fortune, with little else than hope, 
I fully learned this at about the time I followed the same trail westward. 
friend A. first saw the “light of day’ Today I shall see them as they are, 
as a bee-keeper; and by it secured a and draw them with the comparison 
yield of 309 pounds, of comb honey of what was then. 
from a single colony, and an average Just before the train pulled out 

|
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of Cincinnati, a swarm of Italians the mother, 1 persuaded one of 
(not bees, but bipeds,) entered the them, a little girl, to occupy the 
car in which I was seated. They seat with me, where I could hold 

brought: in with them all kind of her up to the window and let her 
baggage, tied up in bed ticking, look out. I always enjoy being 
and filled .all the surrounding va- useful and in doing that which will 
cant seats; piled up bundle after help others and make them happy, 
bundle in the aisle, until it was im- but when I held this little girl up 
passable without a ladder. They between me and the beautiful sun- 
looked to me as though they might shine and the passing landscape, I 
be three families of Italian emi- could only compare her, with all 
grants moving with all their world- her little starched clothes and’ ruf- 
ly possessions to some other part of — fled cape, with her’ golden curls 
the country. After they had got flowing to the breeze, with the little 
their bundles all securely placed in straw hat and ribbons all the colors 
the car to their notion, they seated of the rainbow, to a beautiful large 

themselves in a group, and buzzed butterfly that had been sent here by 
Italian, which I could not under- God to adorn the world. With 
stand. It was mot long, however, such a little companion as this, the 

until they apparently got bungry time seemed to speed along with 
and thirsty, too, for they’ brought the speed of the train we were on, 
forth two large cakes, many loaves and we soon arrived at the beauti- 

of bread, quantities of cheese and ful city of Chillicothe. Here my 
sausage, and two decanters of wine. little friend and her friends left the 
I watched them eat and drink for car. The train stopped here for 
awhile, and then becoming disgust- some minutes, and I got off on the 
ed, (not with their eating but their platform, and viewed again what I 
drinking), I went to another car once thought the prettiest small 

with the hopes of finding some- city I had ever beheld. Twenty 
thing more congenial to my inclina- years ago I lived for a short time at 
tion, which I am happy to say turn- Chillicothe, and helped to build the 
ed up at the very next station, Scioto. Valley Railroad at that 
where a lady got on with three lit- place—that is, I shovelled dirt— 
tle children, all of them under five and well dol remember how the 

years old. (You know children scorching sun of QOhio’s summer 

over five years old don’t ride on days had caused the skin to peel off 
trains—if they did, they would my nose and neck. But I hold no 
have to pay fare.) hese little resentment. The skin has grown 
ones were lifted up and dropped in- back again, Chillicothe is still beau- 
to the yacant seats about, but like  tiful, the little poles that lined the 
rubber balls, it seemed they no streets twenty years ago have now 
sooner touched the seat than they grown into magnificent trees; the _ 
bounced out again, and began birds sing among their branches, ~ 
rolling and tumbling around the and the limbs make shady arches 
car, climbing up to the open win- along the streets. Blessed be he  / 
dows and leaning out, and it seem- who plants a tree, or makes two / 

edat any moment one of them spears of grass grow where but one~ 
might lose their balance and be grew before. The train thundered 
precipitated headlong from the over the railroad I ueLpep To BUILD, 
train. It made me feel quite un- and awakened memories of the past. 
easy, and noticing the anxiety of All aboard. ‘All aboard!”
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shouts the conductor, and I enter were left open and made the car al- 
the train once more. We are now most suffocating. As my compan- 
nearing the eastern borders of Ohio. ion, the man with the gun, seemed 

The Ohio river comes in sight. to be quite talkative, I entered into 
& dancing waters sparkle in the conversation with him and asked 

light of the setting sun, and the him what kind of a gun that was he 
green trees and bushes thatmark its had. He told me, but I have for- 

. add beauty to the scene. gotten the name, but he explained 
The train crosses the bridge—the its qualities as a Gibraltar only 
same bridge I crossed on foot twen- about four feet long; that is, one 
ty years ago, and we arrive at Par- man with this kind of a gun could 
kersburgh, West Virginia. I get mow down a whole regiment. I 
out on the platform, as the train is noticed every time we stopped at 
to stop here for a little while. I the platform, or out in the woods 
try to pick out familiar objects, but anywhere, this man with a gun 
there are none but the river and the would go outside and remain until 
old bridge, and even these have the train started up again. I be- 
changed some. I recollected hay- came inquisitive, and asked him 
ing read in the paper the last time what was the purpose of the gun, 
I was here, an account of.how they and his going to the platform every 
had taken a stranger out and hung time the train stopped, to which he 
him to atree. I wondered then if replied, ‘‘Robbers,” and then ex- 
they hung all strangers that came plained that he was employed by 
to thistown. Iwas anxious then the railroad company to make this 
to get away, and Ihave the same trip over the road with the train 

feeling now: so 1 board the train, every night in the year. Is it pos- 
which soon pulls out (as I will call sible, I thought, that there is in 
it) for Washington City. In get- this civilized state, here where peo- 
ting on the train, I noticed another ple talk of the ‘‘wild and woolly 
man get on carrying a big, heavy west; here where the Father of 
gun. I donot know as I should his Country had established law 
have noticed it, but the gun was of and order more than 100 years ago, 
a different pattern of any I had that now the offspring of the 
ever seen before. When I tookmy Mother of Presidents could not es- 
seat, the man with the gun took a tablish laws sufficient, and enforce 

seat behind me. I hadremembered them, to protect the trains from 
in passing this way before, the highwaymen and robbers? and I 
many tunnels that spanned the road told my companion so. I further 
from Parkersburgh to Washington told him I did not believe that the 
City; the rugged mountains that lives or property of the passengers 
line its course, and the pines which were in danger; that twenty years 

cluster at their tops, all of which ago I came over this railroad, on 
I wished to see again, and regretted foot and alone; that the railroad 
that darkness was comingon. Just company had sent no man as my 
then the man with the gun touched protector, and I pulled through all 
me on the shoulder and said, “Pull right. If the railroad company 

down your window; we are coming had no interest in a lone man, un- 
to atunnel.” I soon noticed the armed, I could see no reason why 
necessity of this, for when the train they should trouble themselves 

entered the tunnel, the smoke pour- about a train-load of people that 
ed in through the windows that were well able to take care of them-
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selves. “In ancient times, Moses o’clock. I inquired about the ho- 
Smote the rock and brought forth tels, and was informed that there 

(water. In the present age, man were very good places where I 
\smites the rocky ridges of West could stop for $1.50 per day. Two 
Virginia, and brings forth oil. I colored individuals (cab-drivers) 
asked my companion what those assured me they would take me to 
towers along the mountain side the best hotel, and each one was 

were built for. He answered that very positive that his hotel was bet- 
each one of them was built over an ter than the other one. They kick- 
oil well. There was a light burn- ed up such a rumpus between them 
ing at each one of them. What I became embarassed. I really 
for, I do not know; but perhaps it thought they were going to. fight. 
was because oil is so cheap in this Finally I rushed into one of the 
region. I watched the chain of cabs, and the negro who had cap- 
lights as they twinkled by, far into tured me, with a broad grin drove 

the night, until Morpheus clasped away, while the other negro stood 
me in his arms. My troubles for on the platform shaking his fist at 
that day were o’er. I slept on him, and calling out in a loud, 
peacefully, watched and protected by boisterous tone that he would fix 
the man with the gun. him the next time they met. I had 

The next morning when I awoke, some apprehension that if I went to 
the train was at astandstill way out one hotel, Ishould wish I had gone to 
in the country—how many miles the other, and vice versa: but I was 
from anywhere, I do not know. agreeably disappointed. This ho- 
There was not a house in sight, nor tel was conducted by southern peo- 
depot, not even a platform; but ple who had come to Washington 
there was another railroad crossing City ‘‘since de wah.” Everything 
there. Just think, friends, of 2 looked clean and neat, and the room 
railroad crossing with no city at- to which I was consigned overlook- 
tachment! Why, if we had this eda broad avenue lined with beau- 

railroad crossing out west, we would  tiful trees. After washing off a few 
lay off a town, build a $20,000 op-- of the travel-stains, I enjoyed a 
era house, establish churches and good breakfast. I went out to take 
schools. name the town, ‘‘Eureka,” in the sights. I had been in Wash- 
and advertise town lots for sale m ington City before, but I did not 

the eastern papers. The only re- realize then that to see this city to 
freshment we could get at this place the best advantage in a short space 
was coffee. A small boy came out of time, one must employ a guide. 
of the woods, (from where I.cannot These guides are men of good char- 
say, as there was not a house in acter, who have vested authority 

sight), with two buckets of coffee, from the city officials to solicit pat- 
and a long string with tin pint cups ronage from tourists. They know 
strung on it like so many fish. He just how far and where you are per- 
offered for sale a pint of right good mitted to go. To make it more 
coffee, with a tin cup thrown in, all plain, I will put it likethis: There 
fora dime. The convenience of are some government buildings you 
this was that the purchaser could are not allowed to go into at all; 
drink his coffee at leisure, not being others that youareallowed to go into 
compelled to return the cup. certain departments of; and others 

The train pulled out, and we ar- you are allowed to go into only at 
rived in Washington City about 7 certain hours in the day. The
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guide knows all this; you do not; architecture, too, which equals that of 
hence you would be getting into the ancient orient, yet to the Amer- 
places where you would not be per- ican eye and heart, to the sons of 
mitted, and ordered out, which liberty who drink at the fountain of 

would be quite humiliating. By enthusiasm, here where the children 
all means, if you visit Washington — of the humblest can become the peer 
City, and want to see the most in of the greatest, there is something 
the shortest space of time, with the grander than all this. Itis the god- 
least trouble and expense, employ a dess on the Capitol dome, overlook- 
guide. There are plenty of them, ing all, holding forth the burning 
and they are easily found, as they torch of liberty. All around is em- 
wear a blue suit and a star, and the blazoned—Wasuineron. [R. B. L.] 
price is only $2.50 or $3 for a day. (To be continued in our next.) 
There is another interesting feature 9° —=——=—=———=_——— = 
about these guides: They are his- Second Hand Foundation Mills. 
torians, as far as Washington City We have the following good second-hand : 

2 ae * Foundation Mills which we haye taken in ex- 
is concerned—at least mine was. change for bee-keepers’ supplies: 

With my guide I visited the One ten-inch Root Mill. with dipping tants, 
ay ve yas. -allcomplete. This mill, forall practical pur- 

White House, one room of which is poses, is as zood as new, and the price of it 
pose tes ' cae jeve le. with banks, would be #27, To dispose o} 
always open to visitors. I believe fi quitic we will'tuke si6 for the outtlt. 
it is called the East room. I walk- One six-inch Root Mill for making extra 

. : thin foundation. Price, new. $18. To close 
ed into this room, ‘as many others — this out. we will take $9 for it. 

were doing; looked at the beautiful LEAHY MFG. CO., Higginsville, Mo. 
paittings” hanging@eand: standin: 9) ee 
against the walls; wondered how < ¢ . a 
many miles of cut glass there was reine OmiNg. ier 
in the chandeliers; wondered what The year 1898 is here. and we are happy 

i Fear ¢ furniture w: = to inform our friends and Customers that we 
kind of carpet and furniture wasdn- (0) how butter propared than ever before to 
der the canvas covers, for the furni- — ill your orders for Queens and Bees. We 

i = < have the largest stock ever operated by us, 
ture and carpet were all covered up; ani we moan to.be ready with plenty of pees 
raj . 7 rej]] y and queens to all orders without delay 
Bees ee nN oad ae that kre sent to us. 
and stared awhile at it. istened ci y 

: << 
as though I could hear the foot- 2S 

si Z Bées by the pound, $1.00; ten or more pounds, 
steps of some of the great men — ggeeach. Untested queens for iss. a exch 

7 5 ree rn in February, March, April and May; 3. or whose tread had echoed through Sie Ge89.00 per: desea, (BOe Taio mea i 
those halls. The names, WasnHiInc- write for prices. Iluye your orders booked 

yy rea eens. afe arrival uaran- 
ron and Lixcorn— Just here the foyoureatly au = x 
guide called my attention, and said, Sas 
“It is time to go. In leaving the Root’s and Leahy’s soods, comb foundation, 
Whi ae a and Bingham smokers. A steam bee-hive 
White House, I looked back and $70) im grMiL kinds of bée supplies. 
contemplated the scene. What a SOHe 
common, old-fashioned rookery this nie a ~ ie Wea 

f pe sdee The SourHLanD Queen, the onl) ‘Dae was for the home of the president per in the South, monthly $1.00 per year. 
of such a grand and enlightened SOBs 

” Wy 9 y f 

COMTIOEYS T he ambassadors of many Send for catalogue, which is almost a com-  ~ 
of the foreign countries have much plete book on Southern bee-keepihg, giving 

5 stly and el . queen rearing in full, all free for the asking. 
more costly and elegant residences, Tf you want full an toenation oe every- 
@ 3 ries thing we have, and the bee book, don’t fail to 7 salaries, too, ye equal TO eee Gur iee7 catalogs 
and even surpass, that of our presi- 
dent. There is grandeur in Wash- i The Jennie Atchley Co., 
ington City, though. And there is a Beeville, Bee Co., Tex.
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0. P. HYDE. to whom he had been paying court 
a four years. Mr. Hyde worked at 

One of Texas’ Staunch Bee-Keepers and the carpenter trade for a number of 
Supply Dealers. years, and finally in 1884, moved to 

— Texas, and has since lived in five 
Mr. 0. P. Hyde, the. subject of different counties. In 1890, he 

this sketch, was born on.a. farm in moved to Lampasas,. and in 1891 
Dawson county, Ga., March 4,1853, traded for two colonies of bees. 
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0. P. HYDE AND FAMILY, HUTTO, TEX. 

and remained on the farm until he This was the beginning of Mr. 

was 28 years of age. In 1879, he Hyde’s career asa bee-keeper, and 
was married to Miss Emily Evans, both he-and Mrs. Hyde imbibed
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considerable enthusiasm for the pur- Bro. Doolittle has left me and 
suit. In the short space of six gone off with a handsomer man-— 

years, Mr. Hyde has built up an that is, he is following Aikin. (See 

apiary of some 300 colonies of bees, pages 18-21). 
and harvested in 1897 a crop of over Tritt 
19,000 pounds of honey, about half Messrs: Henry, L. Miller and C. 
comb and half extracted. Mr. &. Walker, of Kansas City, Kas., 

Hyde has also kept supplies for made us a pleasant call on the 29th 
sale, often selling as much asa car- of December. Mr. Walker pur- 

load of supplies for a single season. chased a carload of ‘Higginsville” 

He is a good business man, an at- supplies, and will be in a position 

dent Christian, a lover of home life to furnish bee-keepers with the best 
and of his chosen pursuit. He has on the market. 
an interesting family, which we are tet 

pleased to present to our readers in teh un kone Takeedeoana 
the accompanying illustration; Dea ote owme on Dee are 
‘-Wife,” as he calls her, and two the advertisement of Mr. C.K. 
sons and one daughter. Last year Walker, of Kansas City, Kas. Mr. 
Mr. Hyde and his family moved to Walker has purchased the interest 
Hutto, bee where they now re- and good will of Henry L. Miller, 

side. Long may they live to enjoy who formerly represented us in that 

the fruits of their labor. May the C1HY- Mr. Walker will Carty aces 
future have in store for them good plete line of ‘Migginsville” sup- 
health and happiness. —Tne eprror. plies, and will fill orders for our 

: Kansas friends at our catalog. prices. 

wns Gee es aos Bos 
tion will hold a two days’ session Jan. 17-18, The Bee-Keepers’ Review tohand 

in Capiool Bullding, Denver oC Asmat, 18 an unique:papor « Lammongomp 
——————— to say I was surprised, because Mr. 
Editorial... Hutchinson had explained to me 

when I visited his home last sum- 
The Progressive Bee-Keeper. mer, the changes he contemplated 

woeninel porered to Bees, Honey and Kin making. The new Review has a 

_TeRMs: Fifty cents per year, in advance. straw-colored cover printed in clar- 

R. B. LEany, SRR ae etrtgass et, is printed on heavier paper, with 
G. M. DOOLITTLE. § new type: and one of the features 
Se a which adds tone to the whole make- 

A Happy New Year. up, is a frontispiece, a half-tone cut 
ttt, printed on heavy glazed paper. The 

“The new year is here. Now will editor says: ‘“The new type is one 
you be good? size larger than the old, and that 

Tittit this increase in size may not lessen 
On another page appears the ad- the amount of reading matter, eight 

vertisement of a combination offer extra pages are added, which much 
with the Procressive, a rare op- more than makes up for the increase 

portunity for Proérsssive sub- in the size of type.” IT am_ glad, 

seribers. Our florists, however, yes, happy, that Mr. Hutchinson 
have just notified us that it.is too has been able to make this change, 
late to fill lily bulb orders, and we as I know what pride he takes in the 

will send in their stead five other Review. I wish the Review had 

floral novelties. i 10,000 subscribers.
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. . thankful for the words of kindness and 
. , Vo \*/ good cheer that are coming in, and 

=—\ \ thankful to Him from whom all bless- 

So i ings flow. But with all this sunshine 

\ _ 72 = aia =) | there isa shadow that causes me to 
WA £F>-5im feel a little disappointed and sad at 

[fy sez times. Itis this: While bee-keepers 

Wy 2. -~ Gj buy our supplies in such quantities that 
/s/ CFA ZZ we are unable at times to fill orders, 
Wy, ZZ, es a they do not subseribe for the PRO- 

MY) (2 ee a GRESSIVE as [ would like for them to 

Wj 2 Gs do. Friends, do you know the PRo- 

lh P 2 GRESSIVE has never made a dollar for 

W 2 S—_@ = me yet? Itisafact. It has never paid 
= — more than expenses, and the only re- 

eye ward [ have received from it for my 
PNM =F : ee time and care is the pleasure of meeting 
THE NEW CLARK SMOKER. you once a month in these pages. True, 

The above illustration willshow our this isa pleasure indeed, but I do be- 
readers that we have something real lieve if I were getting something for 

good in the way of a larger bellows, my trouble, and the subscribers would 
cleats to keep the fingersfrom slipping, pay up alittle better, and I had more 

and a new spring valve that adds real of them. | could make the PROGRESS- 
life to the smoker. Itis worth justtwo tv better. 

of the smokers we sent out last year, Friends, now will not each one of you 

though the price is the same. that receives this invitation, help usto  . 
+t make poe peur Eeoganosty st Can 

ce ote we not work hand in band in this mat- 
PSB AREY NE ee ter? Tam willing todo my part. Re- 

With ringing bells and joyful hearts member the PROGRESSIVE is but fifty 

the glad new year is born, amid the cents a year, and I know you cannot af- 

plaudits of the world, and the express- ford tolose the R. C Aikin articles 
ion, “Happy New Year. Happy New (reviewed by Doolittle) for $10. 
Year,” is passed around. But, friends, As I have said above. I feel a_ little 

1 never before have been inspired with sad at times, andit is about this: A 

the gladness and happiness onthe birth number of our subscribers have been a 

of the new year as I have long time delinquent. I cannot sit 

with the coming of 1898. The bounti- down and write each one of you a per- 

ful crops, and the kind patronayze of sonal letter, asking you for 50c. You 

our friends, enabled me to take that have received the PROGRESSIVE—that 
long-wished-for tour to the scenes of my is invitationenough. If it is worth the 

childhood. My health is much better money, and you want it continued, 

than usual: our factory has been run- kindly make it known by sending us a 

ning on full time since the 15th of Oc- half dollar. Otberwise we will con- 

tober, and orders have been coming in clude you do not want the journal any 

to such an extent that we could hardly longer. and will discontinue sending it 

fill them. The new year finds us busy to you. I thank you all for past favors. 

and prosperous. Hence we are happy A Happy New Year to all, and may 

and. thankful. Thankful to our friends the year of 1898 be one of peace, plenty 

who so kindly send us their patronage; and prosperity. : 

Removal of the Wauzeka Section Co. 
PRAIRIE Du CHren, Crawford Co., Wis.: Sept. 7, 1897. 

TO OuR PATRONS:— 
Finding our shipping facilities were not what they ought to be at Wauzeka, we have moved 

our machinery and stock here. only a short distance, where we have two railroads, the C.B & 
N. and the G. M. & St. P.. and the Mississippi river. This enables us to get the lowest rates to 
all points. We now havea much larger plant, having added more machinery which has 
about doubled our capacity. 

We have a fine lot of Basswood lumber, which we shall work up this fall and winter, and 
will be in firstclass shape to fill orders on short, notice. 

We are still in the Busswood timber, and can get our lumber right from the log, which 
makes the best sections to be had. The timber is tough, and the corners do not break as easily 
as those made from basswood lumber. Send for price list.and sample section free. 

Thanking our patrons for past favors, and hoping for a continuance of the same, we 
remain, Fraternally yours. 

. . 

The One Piece Section Co., rraiie pu cien, wisconsin.
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Why Does it Sell So Well? 
Because it has always given better satisfaction than any other. Because 

in 21 YEARS there have not been any complaints. but thousands of compli- 
ments. WE GUARANTEE SATISFACTION. What more can anybody do? 
Beauty, Purity, Firmness, No Sagging, No Loss, Patent Weed process of 
Sheeting. Send name for our Catalog, samples of Foundation and Veil ma- 
terial. We sell the best veils, cotton or silk. 

BEE-KEEPERS’ SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS. 
LANGSTROTH ON THE HONEY -BEH, Revised. 

‘The Classic in Bee-Culture.—Price, $1.25 by mail. 

CHAS. DADANT & SON, Hamilton, Hancock Co., Illinois. 
—_—__ 4 

"We can furnish you with Dadant’s Foundation at Dadant’s Prices. 
When more convenient you can order from us. 

LEAHY MFG, CO., Higginsville, Mo. 

WE MAKE A..---- E | 
C@>——_SPECIALTY OF 5 

Being located in the great BASSWOOD timber belt of Wisconsin; 

admitted by all to be the best for making sections. 

YPFPEONGCIA— 

A GENERAL LINE OF BEE-KEEPERS’ SUPPLIES 
In stock, and at prices with the times. Write for Catalogue and 

prices, Free. 

MARSHFIELD MFG, CO,, 

Marshfield, Wisconsin. 
1"Please mention the “Progressive” in answering this advertisement 

Texas Queens. 
Dr. Gullup of California, writes Oct, 6, 1896: 

“The queens received of you are decidedly 
of coming to California? Then the very best honey gatherers I have in a lot 
you should be posted, and the of 30 stocks, and I have received queens from 

3? Ra best way is to take the ten different parties this season.” Price of 

24. Untested Queens, $1.00. 
a PACIFIC BEE JOURNAL. : 

AWK Send for freesamplecopy. Also J. D. GIVENS, Lisbon, Tex. 
a Catalogue of Bee Supplies a ee 

oe 25 CTS THE BENNETT BEE HIVE CO., ee ¢ fi 
365 E. 2d S eo Cal Send 25c and get a copy of the 

ead Sty Loe eugeles Cal AMATEUR BEE KEEPER 
“There’s money in Bees this way.” A book especially for beginners, Address 

Please mention the “Progressive.” Leahy Mfg. Co., Higginsville, Mo.



Sydnor's Tecumseh, 17368 
(By Chief Tecumseh, 2d, out of Ina Wilks), and 

yydnor’s Hands-Off. 5 n 9 All ay = + Sydnor’s HMands-Off. 
/ 

These two great Boars head my herd. Sydnor’s Tecumseh cost 

$495.00 at eight months old. 

Here you will find great bone and swe. Pigs quick growers; 

Fatten at age. 

Stock for Sale. 
Service Fee, $25.00 each. a Prices Reasonable. 

H. C. SYDNOR Hehe We DE MIVNU ER, 

738" Please mention the ProGresstvE 3s 
in answering this advertisement. Corder, Mo. 

FOR Upon receipt of — 7 nee VOOR 
: eee) OWN HIVES 

$1.00 [ite as — 
you, freight pre- IN A Bee-Keepers will save 5 ee We ane al 5 Sp ethene IAM Ration 

— “ ? SESS HX Saw in making their eee cg Nee Vesta = S\ Hives, Sections and 
Vaio I Tubular Lan- BAe Boxes, Machines 
TIT TU | temsitichme Peds ameter 
| f Mt regard as per- W. F. € JOHN BARNES CO., 
KE J | raps the best 914 Ruby St. Rockrorp, Itts 
es ay) value we have Please mention the “Progressive.” 
bene Z ever been able to 
Ls offer. The Vesta ————————__—__—_—_—_—_— 
—— Tubular com- aS Ra Sais ° 
———— bines the ‘‘bull- E a 

strength” make-up of the Rail- va Ea = S fa , 

road Lantern with the perfect a i eo ee h Fa te ep 

combustion of the tubular construc- ; B vice tecnica 

tion, and it is simply GREA Tr” & Quickly sooured, | OUR T=3 DUE WHEN PATENT 
A 24 . Sen model, sketch or photo. w 

oe eee teu a ecpreata ptt PAGE 
v i = ‘REE, Contai eferences a SOR GHEE! ff ornate ware rox cory of ous SfuCrAL 

GRIER 1B I OFFER. Itis the most liberal proposition ever made by 

Be SES a eran anes 
R. E. DIETZ CO., H.B.WILLSON &CO. 

60 Laight St., New York. PATENT LA-NYERS, 
ESTABLISHED IN 1840. g teDrot Bids, WASHINGTON, D. C. 

“DIETZ” ts the" sterling” stamp for Lanterns. (iM aa 

5 ; Please mention the “Progressive”
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Tur ProcresstvE Bre-Kxeprr, one year - $ 50 | 
The Mayflower (great floral paper) ‘*  - = .50 
Womankind (greathomemagazine) ‘* -  .50 

; v , res Fy] 7 6 5 i Farm News (great farm monthly) < ee 50 Our Price for all 
Ten Rare Lily Bulbs - - - - 1.00 
The Farm News Poultry Book - - 125 $1.00. 

The Womankind Cook Book — - - are, 2, 

Total value, - = = 3 = $3.50 J 

WE are more than confident that our readers will be 
pleased with this combination; it is undoubtedly 

the best, the mostliberal subscription offer ever made. 

THE MAYFLOWER, published at Floral Park, N. Y., is the leading horticultural maga- 
zine for the amateur flower grower. Each number contains a handsome colored plate 

and the contents make it a delight to the home. 

2} WOMANKIND. | S+}F ARM NEWS. <3 
Regular Subscription price, 50c. A hand- | Regular subscription price, 50 cents. 

some 20-page magazine containing stories, | Farm News now reaches more than 80,000 
poems. sketches, bits of travel, and such gen- | families. It holds this large and loyal fol- 
eral literary matter as appeals most strongly | lowing of subscribers, because they regard 
to the average reader, who wants pure and | it as one of the chief essentials of their suc- 
wholesome literature of the entertaining | cessin farming. It koops ie touch with the 
kind. It practical departments devoted to | most progressive agriculture of the day, it 
the kitchen, the flower garden, the care of | is scientific in its spirit, and at the same 
children, dressmaking, home decoration, ete., | time is never obscure in its meaning, nor 
ure greatly valued by every woman who has | stilted in its style. It’s the kind of a paper 
ever read them. Extensive improvements | the farmer values in his every day work, be- 
have been made in Womankind during the | cause init he finds what other successful 
pust year. farmers are doing and how they do it. 

OUR LILY BULBS. Our Lily Premiums includes these valuable bulbs, all large, sound 

and vigorous, sure to grow and bloom abundantly. 1 Black Calla, 1 Queen. 1 Japan- 

ese Double Sacred, 1 Golden Sacred, 1 Celestial, 1 Princess, 1 Guernsey. 1 Bermuda 
Buttercup Oxalis, 2 Selected. You will be greatly pleased with these. 

OUR PRAMIUM BOOKS. 

‘S$ WOMANKIND Cook Book. 3 | (63+Farm News Pouttry Book.'3+ 
This Cook Book covers the entire range of Written to meet the needs and demands 

the culinary art. The recipes in it were | of the farm poultry yard, rather than that 
selected from the favorite recipes of the | of the fancier. It tells all about different 
readers of Womankind so that in this book | breeds, their characteristics and what may 
you have the best things from several hun- | be expected of them; tells about feeding and 
dred practical housekeepers. More than] hatching. about diseases and their cures, 
10,000 copies have been sold in the past year. | and is, in short, a complete guide to making 
You want it. Price 25c. the hens pay. Price 25¢. 

THINK OF IT, Four papers one year, Ten Rare Lilies, Two 

Valuable Books, for so little money. Give us your order. 

‘oem LEAHY MFG. CO., Hi lle, M oo . €0., Aigginsville, Mo.



1 Ae CATALOG, || 
TINGW PRICES. | 

‘aap a GOODS.....U eee 
QUEEN BEES IN SEASON. 

Three-frame Nuclei and Fall Colonies a Specialty. 

aver, | ‘eeeecmeor APIARIAN SUPPLIES i Posse. 
Smokers, @ 
Sections, 
Honey ® eee AT 
Extractors, 
Comb _ —< 
Foundation. ve = = —— i 

t2 Write for estimates on large quantities. Send for my 24-page. “large size” catalogue. 
P.S. Save freight! How? Send for my Catalogue and find out. 
ADDRESS ———_ E. T. FLANAGAN, 

ST. CLAIR COUNTY. BELLEVILLE, ILLS, 
a ee 

(GEOR Oe sn STOO) DIAL 01601010 00 010 Oi Epaas Lai D010 1D 01070 Og) 

pee a 

New subscribers sending us $1.00, or subscribers who have paid up all ar- 
rearages, and send us z es 

$1.00 Before their Subscription Expires, 
wili receive a copy of the A B C of Carp Culture, 70 pages, price 40c, postpaid, the 
pages the size of these; or we will send. in place of the carp-book. one copy of 

Winter Care of Horses and Cattle, 
by T. B. Terry, a book of the same size pages as the carp-book, 4p: price 40c. 
or in place of either one of the two, we will send x 

Maple Sugar and the Sugar-Bush, 
2 book of the same size pages, costing also 40c, postpaid. Remember, in order 10 
get one of these valuable books, all you have to do is to send $1.00 for GLEANINGS, 
and 5c. postage, and we will give you one of them free. An old subscriber, to be 

C entitled to this Offer, must pay up all back subscription, if any, and send us$1.00 
fora year in advance, with 5¢ postage. The A. I. Root Co., Medina, O. <& 

= 

"Please mention the “Progressive in answering this advertisement. 

eo — [ATEST IMPROVED HIVES, AND ALE KIND OF 
a 2 1 

plarian upp 1@8, Bees and Queens. —— 

Send 2c for the Amateur Bee-Keeper. Tt will tell you how to. begin and how to succeed in 
+ bee-keeping. 

a — = 
4 Al m4 | Y Se THE MODEL COOP. 5 as 

l= Rat, Catand Varmint Proof. san SCO. We: 
2 CLE ae li 

One nailed and five packed inside, making six in all, $3.50 1°79 ee} fa y 
Hggs for hatching from $. L. Wyandotte, B. Langshans, dal eth, i oe 
$1.50 per 13; 26, $2.50, S.C. B. Leghorns, $1.25 per 13: $2 per ~ one, aes 
26. B. P. Rocks, $1.50 per 13: 26. $2.50. eases Lae 

Catalogue free, but say if Bees or Poultry Supplies are wanted, or both. 

s J. W. ROUSE & CO., # MEXICO, MISSOURI. 

* a 
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